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In the last chapter of *Tess of the d'Urbervilles* (curiously titled "Phase the Seventh—Fulfilment"), Tess finally confronts her tormentor:

Over the seat of the chair Tess's face was bowed, her posture being a kneeling one in front of it; her hands were clasped over her head, the skirts of her dressing-gown and the embroidery of her night-gown flowed upon the floor behind her, and her stockingless feet, from which the slippers had fallen, protruded upon the carpet. It was from her lips that came the murmur of unspeakable despair.

"And you had used your cruel persuasion upon me . . . you did not stop using it—no—you did not stop! . . . O, you have torn my life all to pieces . . . made me be what I prayed you in pity not to make me be again! . . . O God—I can't bear this!—I cannot!"

Tess seizes a carving knife from the breakfast tray and stabs Alec d'Urberville through the heart. She is quickly apprehended and Hardy's tragic novel concludes with her hanging: "Justice' was done, and the President of The Immortals . . . had ended his sport with Tess."2

Although it is not explicit in the book that Alec d'Urberville has continually abused Tess physically, it is unmistakable that he has raped her and that she is the ongoing victim of his psychological and emotional mistreatment. Tess has been as imprisoned by her brutal lover as if he had actually put her behind bars, and she perceives his death as her only possible escape. Until the stabbing, she has been beaten down, robbed of her spirit, deprived of control of her life. And after the stabbing, Hardy's novel rolls to a swift and inevitable conclusion: for her crime, Tess loses her life. "Justice" is done.

Until recently, women like Tess who killed abusive men remained
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safely within the bounds of fiction. Certainly such killings happened in real life. In fact, a startling percentage of women who kill have killed their husbands or lovers. But no one talked about it. Women who killed were seen as aberrations and were urged to plead insanity; or in the alternative, they had to throw themselves on the mercy of the court and be judged, presumably by men. These legal defense strategies fit into the patriarchal pattern.

But that is all changing. Since the early 1970's, battered women have begun to speak out. In 1973 Erin Pizzey published her groundbreaking book, *Scream Quietly Or the Neighbors Will Hear*, the first book on the subject of battered women, its very title signalling the conspiracy of silence that had surrounded wife abuse. Women's silence at last was broken and a flood of voices came forth to tell their stories, stories startling in their violence and in their similarity. These stories enabled many women to leave their abusive situations and to change their lives as they realized that they were neither singular nor alone. They heard stories remarkably similar to their own and became empowered by them. And society also began to respond: communities created shelters for battered women; police departments trained or instructed officers to respond more effectively; and prosecutors began to bring independent criminal charges against the batterers.

Many women, however, remained deaf to the empowering voices and blind to the community response. Forced to continue in self-blame and silence, held in the grip of the patriarchal narrative, some were killed by their batterers, others committed suicide, and a few killed their abusive partners. The last are the focus of Cynthia Gillespie's book, which argues for a change from a legal system completely based on "reasonable men" to one which recognizes that women and women's lives can differ from men and their lives. Many women who kill their abusive mates do so in self-defense, although their actions do not fit into the male (and legal) model of self-defense that presupposes two men of equal strength confronting one another. Some of these women are successfully pleading self-defense, although a number of courts remain recalcitrantly locked into the
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5. I need to clarify that the community response was not always there, and remains slow and uneven.

Gillespie was drawn into this battle when, as director of the Northwest Women's Law Center in Seattle, she was asked to write a brief in support of an appeal on behalf of a woman who had killed her stepson. Although Janice Painter killed her abusive stepson defending herself from his violence, the jury found her guilty of premeditated murder. After Painter's successful appeal, Gillespie began to gather stories about women who had killed men in self-defense. She found over two hundred in case reports, even though these official reports represent a mere fraction of the total. She also discovered a recurring pattern. The women nearly always killed their husbands or live-in lovers, and the men they killed had abused them repeatedly. Even the details of the scenario had a haunting similarity:

[T]he man, threatening to "whip her ass" or kill her, lunging toward her, holding her and beating or strangling her; the woman grabbing a knife from a kitchen drawer or counter and jabbing it at him trying to break his hold or grabbing a gun—usually his gun—and pointing it at him, telling him to back off and leave her alone; the knife suddenly hitting a vital spot or the man grabbing for the gun and the woman pulling the trigger; the woman calling the police or the ambulance and sitting on the floor cradling her husband’s head in her lap begging him not to die.  

The outcomes were likewise similar: the women were charged with murder, pleaded or were found guilty, and went to prison. Justifiable Homicide is the result of Gillespie's increasing interest in these women and in her conviction that the law of self-defense must be extended to include women. She writes,

It is not my intention to argue that women are entitled to special treatment or that we should apply different legal rules to men and women in self-defense cases. Quite the opposite, I am arguing that we must find ways to fairly extend the right of self-defense, which men already enjoy, to women who must kill to save themselves from serious injury or death.  

Justifiable Homicide first provides a thorough and non technical exploration of the historical, societal, and legal reasons why the law of self-defense developed so as to deny women the right to act in self-defense.
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Gillespie convincingly demonstrates that the law of self-defense reflects a male point of view since it developed in response to male situations. This is perhaps the most novel and valuable section of the book in that it lays bare the patriarchal narrative that gave rise to the current law. The law of self-defense has its roots in the early English system in which a defendant who had acted in self-defense could apply to the king for a pardon; the courts alone had no power to pardon or mitigate the offense. The legal right of self-defense developed quickly in medieval England where because of widespread violent crime, “[a] man generally must have assumed that he must provide his own protection for himself and for his family.”

Women, on the other hand, were not expected to protect themselves, but to look to men for protection. The American colonies adopted the English common law of self-defense to cover two kinds of situations: the sudden murderous assault and the ordinary brawl. In the first case, a man or woman was permitted to fight back and even to kill; in the second, a man could kill only if he had no safe avenue of retreat. As in England, women had no legal rights and were expected to turn to men for protection. “As a consequence, as the American law developed, the only two situations in which a self-defense plea was felt to be appropriate (by male judges and male legislators) were still the ancient ones in which men most frequently found themselves: the sudden attack by a stranger and the fight between equals that got out of hand.”

It was a law for men.

Gillespie then focuses in on three aspects of traditional self-defense that prove particularly problematic for women: that the threatened harm be sufficiently serious to justify using a weapon (the “equal force” requirement); that the harm be imminent; and that the threatened victim attempt to retreat before defending herself. She argues cogently that these elements, rooted in male situations and male physiques (the sudden attack by strangers and the fight between equals that gets out of hand), result in law that discriminates against women who are frequently smaller, weaker, and less independent than men, and thus have fewer options. Traditionally, to justify killing in self-defense, a man had to show that his attacker was armed with a weapon. An assault with hands, fist or feet would not justify killing. For women, however, a man’s hands, fist, or feet can be deadly weapons, and a physically weaker woman has no choice but to resort to a weapon.

Gillespie also demonstrates that the ultimate question in self-defense cases—whether the defendant’s act was “reasonable”—is also embedded in a male standard. It requires juries to imagine circumstances in which they would never likely find themselves: “Every juror enters the jury box with deeply held, if unconscious, ideas about human nature and how rea-
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sonable people behave and about marriage and the proper roles of men and women within it. Many jurors are entrenched in the familiar myths about battered women: that they are masochists, nagging shrews, unfaithful wives, or other types who drive innocent, otherwise gentle, men to violence. The jurors attempt to fit the woman’s story into one with which they are familiar; if they cannot do this, they reject her story as false. Such a woman is not “reasonable” and does not deserve to be protected by the law of self-defense.

After painstakingly developing this background, Gillespie moves into an area of current controversy, the use of expert testimony in trials when abused women plead self-defense. The battle over its use is being fought both in the courts and in feminist circles, courts objecting to its legality, feminists believing that it negatively stereotypes women. In general, expert testimony functions to fit an individual story into a larger cultural narrative: this medical procedure is like (or unlike) other medical procedures; this behavior is like (or unlike) the behavior of others with schizophrenia. The expert, who is skilled in a particular area and is thus qualified to speak authoritatively about matters not common knowledge to ordinary people, tells a story about others like the defendant so that the defendant’s unfamiliar story can be seen in a larger context.

In cases in which a battered woman has killed her batterer, the injustice that results from stereotyping “reasonable” men and women may be avoided if an expert can educate the jury about battered women: why they do not leave their abusers; why they may see killing as the only possible response; why they do not turn to others for help—all questions that prosecutors tend to raise in order to debunk a woman’s claim that she feared for her life. The expert testimony helps to dispel the commonly-held notions with which the jury interprets the woman’s individual story, the myths that the prosecutor may exploit; it counters the cultural brainwashing to which we all have been exposed; it can make a plea of self-defense make sense.

Some courts, nonetheless, have been reluctant to allow expert testimony in these cases. They see a psychiatrist’s testimony about the battered woman syndrome as invading the province of the jury; fear for one’s life, they say, is a common emotion within the jury’s understanding. Or they disallow it because they feel that the state of the art is not widely-recognized; the research on battered women is still speculative. Or they
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may respond to a concern sometimes voiced by the public (and by prosecutors): that allowing self-defense pleas and supporting expert testimony legitimizes killing as a means of escape. Or to put it more crudely, this defense could mean “open season on men.”

On the other front, feminists fear that expert testimony about the battered woman syndrome forces women to be viewed as alien or, more subtly, encourages the natural inevitability of violence against women. Some believe that describing many battered women as weak, passive, victimized, and without options other than killing invites an insidious sex-stereotyping. Some feminist legal scholars are apprehensive that the “reasonable battered woman” standard could replace the “reasonable man” standard in these self-defense cases, still preventing a woman’s individual acts from being considered and judged as reasonable or not in the context of her situation. Other feminists argue that concentrating on the battered woman syndrome defense focuses on the wrong problem; it treats an effect rather than the cause. The tragedy of battering should be confronted where it begins—with violent, abusive men—and where it is first remedied—by the police and prosecutors.

Gillespie devotes her penultimate chapter to answering some of the feminists’ objections. She refuses to brush with broad strokes, recognizing the legitimacy of many of these concerns. She carefully carves out her position, which is a pragmatic, practitioner’s approach:

It would be tragic if the one most promising approach to achieving justice for women who are defendants in self-defense cases should develop into yet another set of assumptions to be used against them. It is certainly essential that defense attorneys and mental health professionals who testify in women’s self-defense trials be sensitive to the implications of what they say in court and how that might be interpreted. This is a very different question, however, from whether the courts should permit such testimony. When a battered woman defendant believes that testimony on the battered woman syndrome will be useful to her case, simple justice requires that she be allowed to present it. Under our system, every criminal defendant is guaranteed the right to put on the most effective defense. A battered woman defendant is asking for no special favors from the courts in this regard. All she is asking is the opportunity to help the jury understand the reality of the danger she faced and to try to convince them of the reasonableness of her response.

It does even more violence to a battered woman who pleads self-defense to refuse to listen to her story just because we think she should have told her story sooner.
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These feminist concerns may be met, I think, by a kind of radical feminism that is not uneasy about recognizing differences between men and women, that argues that “[i]njustice does not flow directly from recognizing differences; injustice results when those differences are transformed into social and economic deprivation.”18 Women have been and remain in situations in which they are rendered weak and dependent, economically, socially, and emotionally. Their existence has been bifurcated because of gender; until that is changed, the law should discern and respond to their different status. Women, moreover, tend to be smaller than men; a confrontation between a woman and a man is rarely a confrontation between physical equals. Interpreting the law of self-defense to embrace these realities serves to loosen the grip of the patriarchal narrative on our law and on our lives. Women’s stories count, too.

Gillespie concludes with modest but specific proposals for changes in the law of self-defense to curtail its discriminating effect on women. Her legal reforms operate along two interconnected lines: the assumptions built into the legal standards themselves, and the attitudes and biases of the actors in the criminal justice system, such as prosecutors, judges, and jurors. Her suggestions focus on the equal force, imminence, and retreat requirements under current law; on rape (that the right to use deadly force in defense against rape should be recognized); on reasonableness; and on expert testimony. Her aim, as she explains it, “is not to revolutionize the law of self-defense but merely to nudge it gently toward sufficient flexibility to meet the needs of women who must defend themselves.”18

Gillespie’s suggestions are neither groundbreaking nor original. In fact, she acknowledges that each of her proposals “has been adopted by some jurisdiction with no adverse consequences.”17 Nor does her work extend the current scholarship in the field or resolve the feminist tension concerning the battered woman syndrome defense. Gillespie, instead, offers a cogent (sometimes even passionate) hands-on practitioner’s approach that steers clear of theory. And there is certainly a place for this; it responds directly to the question Mari Matsuda poses in her recent article, *Multiple Consciousness As Jurisprudential Method*:

High talk about language, meaning, sign, process, and law can mask racist and sexist ugliness if we never stop to ask: “Exactly what are you talking about and what is the implication of what you are saying for my sister who is carrying buckets of water up five flights of stairs
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in a welfare hotel? What do you propose to do for her today, not in some abstract future that you are creating in your mind?"\(^{18}\)

*Justifiable Homicide* is an overview of the present situation, suitable reading for non-lawyers or lawyers new to battered woman cases.\(^{19}\) Those better acquainted with the area will find it superficial, and I suppose it’s easy enough to quibble with Gillespie’s non theoretical approach. But that, it seems to me, misreads both the book and Gillespie’s intent. The book may just be accessible enough that all sorts of people read it: police officers, social workers, prosecutors, public defenders, prospective jurors. And these may comprise the most crucial audience of all.

Throughout *Justifiable Homicide*, Gillespie relates the actual stories of battered women culled from the over 200 cases she has researched. These stories, which Gillespie intersperses into her theoretical discussions, are both the best and the worst thing about the book: best because they represent a narrative approach to the law that is essential to good legal analysis; worst because they are just plain painful to read. The abuse that many women have suffered at the hands of their “lovers” compares to the stories of torture we hear from Amnesty International.

The stories make emphatically clear, however, that extending the law of self-defense to cover battered women defendants is not the complete solution. It protects women long after they need our help. Such extensions, similarly, would not have worked to vindicate Tess of the d’Urbervilles and to alter the tragic end of Hardy’s novel. Gillespie acknowledges this by concluding that the law is only part of the problem; the overriding problem is the sexism that prevents us from controlling and punishing male violence before a woman must defend herself. Feminism must be brought to bear on all aspects of the problem, from women’s continued inferior socio economic status to their unwilling desperate acts of self-defense in freeing themselves from abuse.

But Gillespie’s book, with its piercing narratives, is a step in the right direction as it seeks to remove the sexism that hears only men’s stories and adheres to the reasonable man standard. We exist in a legal universe composed by men; the stories and the legal rules are *male* stories and rules. In this patriarchal system, men are the standard, the departing point, and the
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perspective. This patriarchal legal narrative is both incomplete and inauthentic: incomplete because it excludes a female perspective and inauthentic because it is based on a national narrative that saw women as non persons. Only by listening and responding to women's own stories can we correct the excesses and limitations of the patriarchal narrative. And only then can we scrutinize and change the rules that are rooted in it.
